George for
Welfare

Me and men – see, I
have lots of experience.

007- license to
kill bad vibes

My (mainly Jana’s) Ideas
As a Merton student, I am naturally a fountain of
good ideas and fortunately I agree with all of
Jana’s.

About Me
Hi! I’m George from university! I am a first year
historian, tv and film enthusiast, book lover,
music connoisseur, wannabe rugby player, semidecent archer, general nerd and hopefully your
next Male Welfare Rep (also, I’m the only
candidate currently willing to run for the role).

As I grew up among animals on a farm, I really
like the idea of bringing back welfare animals.
As someone who has dabbled in OxMatch,
WalkMatch seems like a good (and more
wholesome) idea and a great way to meet
people. Walking has always helped me with
stress and anxiety.
Any form of competition (as long as it’s not taken
too seriously) is always fun so household and
college family games along with a bake off would
be a fun way for freshers to get to know people.
Mainly, I want men to feel more comfortable
about discussing mental health to avoid people
bottling up their problems and feelings like I did,
so there should be more informative events and
talks about their experiences.

Why Me?
Firstly, and most importantly, I’m not RON. Like,
who has even heard of this RON? I’ve not seen him
round college, how do we know he would be
suitable?
Secondly, I’m an historian, that means I have very
few contact hours means I will be able to manage
my time flexibly, effectively and be accessible in
general.
Next, I like to think I am easy going, sensitive, “not
that bad [of a person]” (genuine quote) and
approachable.
Penultimately, although I have not held any roles
relating to male welfare in the past, I am more than
willing to learn and get stuck in. We all have to start
as novices at some point, right..?
Lastly, I am not ashamed to admit that I have made
use of the fantastic welfare system and hence I can
appreciate how valuable it is to our college
community and would love to be a part of it.

